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Abstract
Activity time is the elapsed time required for an activity. Estimating is an inexact art, so we expect
that our initial duration estimates have some error in them. What we would really like to know is how
much this error is going to affect our estimate of the total project duration. Fortunately, with a few
assumptions and very little extra work we can make some judgments about the likely amount of
variation in the total project time. Estimating activity times is probably one of the project Evaluation
and Review Technique's (PERT) most critical features. The concept of three times estimating are
used(Optimistic Time, Most Likely Time, and Pessimistic Time). However, the best estimate of the
time period (Most Likely Time) in which the activity can be accomplished was provided by
experience. In this paper we attempt to optimize the expected running time estimates and the most
accurate estimates of the activity performance time using simulation . New method was proposed for
this purpose and some details was explained about this method. The result show that the simulation is
necessary to optimize time as well as it's flexibility.

اﻟﺨﻼﺻﺔ
ﻗـد ﺗﻘـود إﻟـﻰ أﺧطـﺎء ﺗـؤﺛر ﻋﻠـﻰ اﻟﺗﺧﻣـﯾن،ﺗﻌـد ﻋﻣﻠﯾـﺔ اﻟﺗﺧﻣـﯾن ﻋﻣﻠﯾـﺔ ﻏﯾـر دﻗﯾﻘﺔ.وﻗت اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯾﺎت ﻫو اﻟوﻗـت اﻟﻣـﺳﺗﻐرق ﻻﻧﺟـﺎز اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯾـﺔ
وﯾﺗم اﺳﺗﺧدام ﻣﺑدأ اﻷوﻗﺎت اﻟﺛﻼث ﻟﻠﺗﺧﻣﯾن.  ﺗﻌد ﻣﺳﺎﻟﺔ ﺗﺧﻣﯾن وﻗت اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯾﺔ ﻣن اﻷﻣور اﻟﺣرﺟﺔ. ﻟﻔﺗرة اﻟﻣﺷروع ﺑﺻورة ﻛﺎﻣﻠﺔ
ﻓــﻲ ﻫــذا اﻟﺑﺣــث ﻧﺣــﺎول.  ﻋﻠــﻰ أﯾــﺔ ﺣــﺎل ﻓــﺎن ﺗﺧﻣــﯾن وﻗــت اﻻﻏﻠﺑﯾــﺔ ﯾــﺗم ﺑواﺳــطﺔ اﻟﺗﺟرﺑــﺔ.(ووﻗــت اﻟﺗــﺷﺎؤم، وﻗــت اﻻﻏﻠﺑﯾــﺔ، ) وﻗــت اﻟﺗﻔﺎﺋــل
 ﺗـم اﻗﺗـراح طرﯾﻘـﺔ ﺟدﯾـدة ﻟﻬـذا اﻟﻐـرض وﺗـم ﺗوﺿـﯾﺢ ﺗﻔﺎﺻـﯾﻠﻬﺎ داﺧـل. اﻟﺣﺻول ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺧﻣﯾن دﻗﯾق ﻟوﻗـت أداء اﻟﻔﻌﺎﻟﯾـﺎت ﺑﺎﺳـﺗﺧدام اﻟﻣﺣﺎﻛـﺎة
. أوﺿﺣت اﻟﻧﺗﺎﺋﺞ إن اﺳﺗﺧدام اﻟﻣﺣﺎﻛﺎة ﺿروري ﻟﻠﺣﺻول ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟوﻗت اﻷﻣﺛل ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻣروﻧﺗﻬﺎ.اﻟﺑﺣث

1. Introduction
The Program (or Project) Evaluation and Review Technique, commonly
abbreviated PERT, is a model for project management designed to analyze and
represent the tasks involved in completing a given project. It is commonly used in
conjunction with the shortest and critical path method or CPM. It is a method to
analyze the involved tasks in completing a given project, especially the time needed to
complete each task, and identifying the minimum time needed to complete the total
project. Historically , PERT was developed primarily to simplify the planning and
scheduling of large and complex projects. It was developed for the U.S. Navy Special
Projects Office to support the U.S. Navy's Polaris nuclear submarine project,
[Malcolm, D. G et al. , 1959]. It was able to incorporate uncertainty by making it
possible to schedule a project while not knowing precisely the details and durations of
all the activities. It is more of an event-oriented technique rather than start- and
completion-oriented, and is used more in projects where time, rather than cost, is the
major factor. It is applied to very large-scale, one-time, complex, non-routine
infrastructure and Research and Development projects [Winter Olympics official
report, 2010]. This paper focuses on simulation to estimate the best activity
performance time .Rest of the paper is organized as follows. section 2 present
definition of PERT with some details. In section 3 our proposed method is described
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in detail step by step . Section 4 demonstrated the experimental results. Finally
conclusions are provided in section 5.

2. Definition of PERT
Like all new techniques, PERT is the subject of animated discussion in business
management and industry fields, where the public service and its applications are a
topical issue. Some people regard it as an ideal solution to all planning problems, and
the remedy against inopportune decisions, while others are less categorical. These
conflicting attitudes often arise out of a faulty definition of PERT.
PERT is an instrument of management designed to define and coordinate what has
to be done to achieve the objective set within the time fixed. It is therefore a decisionmaking tool. The method integrates a considerable number of statistical data it brings
out the uncertainties attached to the accomplishment of any specific task and shows,
thanks to the technique of simulation, the possibilities of adjustments to meet the time
requirements or to economize resources; it is based on strict mathematical principles,
while not demanding from its users any particularly advanced scientific training.
[Jacques Hallak,1970]
PERT is based on the theory of graphics it is expressed in graphic diagrams in the
form of a network of arrows resulting from the analysis of a program. These diagrams
support the elements used to establish the calculations. It follows from this definition
that, in order to introduce the general principles on which the PERT method is based,
it is necessary to consider (i) the program analysis phase and (ii) the phase of
constructing the network. [Jacques Hallak,1970]

2.1 Program analysis
Analysis consists essentially in specifying the precise objectives of the program
and breaking them down into successive stages, increasingly detailed, until the
breakdown shows all the phases of advancement. The task therefore is to define a
general objective of the program and subdivide it into partial objectives or successive
phases of advancement.
In brief, program analysis means answering the following questions:
(i) What is the objective and what is the starting point towards achieving it?
(ii) What are the major intermediate events to be achieved in order to carry out the
program?
(iii) What activities are necessary to achieve these events?
Analysis therefore helps to define the key points of the program, that is to say, its
origin, its objective, its events and the activities to be carried out. [Jacques
Hallak,1970].

2.2 The construction of the network
As we have seen, РЕRТ is based on a network of arrows prepared by using the
results of the analysis. The principle of constructing a network is very simple, It uses
the properties of vectors. It may be recalled that a vector is a segment of a continuous
line having a beginning, an end, a direction and a value (often measured by the length
of the vector). In the PERT method, the vector represents an activity, its beginning the
predecessor event, its end the successor event and its value both time and cost.
[Jacques Hallak,1970]

2.3 Estimates the Activity Performance Time
One of the PERT planning steps is estimate the time required for each activity. In
our paper we used this step to Estimate activity times . Activity time is the elapsed
time required for an activity. It's probably one of PERT’s most critical features. All
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three times estimates assume a static level of resource use. [John W. Chinneck, 2009]
[Miller, Robert W, 1963]
The estimates should be as good as possible because PERT results depend directly on
them. The most familiar with the operation and requirements of each activity should
submit the three time estimates. These should meet the following criteria:
1.Optimistic Time -- the minimum time period in which the activity can be
accomplished, i.e., the time it would take to complete if everything proceeded better
than expected, (labeled a) .
2. Most Likely Time -- the best estimate of the time period (having the highest
probability) in which the activity can be accomplished, i.e., the estimate submitted if
one (only) had been requested , (labeled m) .
3. Pessimistic Time -- the maximum time period it would take to accomplish the
activity, i.e., the time required if everything went wrong, excluding major
catastrophes, (labeled b) .
It is acceptable to state these estimates in days, weeks, or months as long as the
measure is used consistently. Once made, activity time estimates are firm and should
not be changed without a change in the nature and scope of the activity or in the level
of resources allocated to it. The following time relationships must be adhered to: a ≤
m ≤b. When an estimator makes three time estimates for performing an activity,
he/she implies the existence of a distribution of possible activity times which may
approximate that shown in Figure (1) , where (a) is the optimistic time, (m) the most
likely time and (b) is the pessimistic time, and (te )for each distribution, the statistical
mean or average value of the three time estimates. More simply, te is defined as the
average time an activity would require when it repeated many times. [John W.
Chinneck, 2009] [Miller, Robert W, 1963] [Richard J. Hopeman,1965]

Frequency
Of Occurrence

The relative values (positions) of a, m, and b on each distribution, of course,
m
depends on the estimator’s ajudgment and calculations.
Once established, theirbrelative
positions on the distribution affect the value or the position of te. In fact, once the
activity
numerical values of a, m, and bFigure
have (1)
beenPossible
determined,
antimes
estimate of te is relatively
easy to determine.
The expected time for each activity can be approximated using the following
weighted average Formula: [John W. Chinneck, 2009] [Miller, Robert W, 1963]
[Richard J. Hopeman,1965]
Expected time = ( Optimistic + 4 * Most likely + Pessimistic ) / 6
......… (1)
The variance of each activity duration in this model is [(b−a)/6].
….. (2)

2.4 Advantages of PERT
PERT is useful because it provides the following information: [Miller, Robert W,
1963]
1.Expected project completion time .
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2.Probability of completion before a specified date .
3.The critical path activities that directly impact the completion time .
4.The activities that have slack time and that can be lend resources to critical path
activities .
5.Activity start and end date.
Nowadays PERT techniques are routinely used in any large project such as
software development, building construction, etc. Supporting software such as
Microsoft Project, among others, is readily available. It may seem odd that PERT
appears in a book on optimization, but it is frequently necessary to optimize time and
resource constrained systems, and the basic ideas of PERT help to organize such an
optimization. [John W. Chinneck, 2009]

3. Proposed method to estimate the expected running time
After finding out the minimum running time and the maximum running time
the min running time is regarded as the optimistic time (labeled a), while max running
time is the pessimistic running time (labeled b) and find the most likely running time
(labeled m ). We then use probabilistic PERT equation for the activity time estimates
(equation 1 ) which fit to beta distribution to calculate the expected running time, the
equation is : Expected running time (te) = (a + 4*m + b) / 6
To take the train acceleration and deceleration in our account we add 7% of Expected
running time to the Expected running time. If stop time in source and destination
stations for any segment is zero we don't need add this value The details of proposed
method was described in the following developed algorithm.
Algorithm (1) Expected Running time with beta distribution
Inputs: Optimistic Time (Minimum Running time) (labeled a) , Pessimistic
Time (Maximum running time)(labeled b), Stop time (Dwell time) (St)
Output: Expected running time (labeled te).
Begin Of Algorithm
- Call most likely running time (m) procedure
m = most_likely_time (a , b) .
-Find the value of Expected running time .
te = (a + 4*m + b)/6 .
- Add 0.07 0f value of running time to running time
If St for source and destination stations ≠ 0 then
te = te + 0.07 * te
else
If St for source OR destination stations ≠ 0 then
te = te + 0.035 * te
End if
End if
End Of Algorithm
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3.1 Proposed Method to Predict Most Likely Value
To find out this value, we have used the idea of simulation by generating a
number of random figures(R) by using RND() function which generates random
numbers that are uniformly between (1 and 0), then the use of the random varieties
equation (X=a+(b-a)*r) to generate random varieties followed by finding out the most
frequent value (mode) and regarding it as the most likely. The details of proposed
method was described in the following developed algorithm.
Algorithm (2) Most Likely Value
Inputs: Optimistic Time (labeled a) , Pessimistic Time (labeled b).
Output: Most Likely Value (labeled m).
Begin Of Algorithm
-Divide the interval [a,b] to n subintervals(such as n=10) and .
- Set Counter K=1.
-While termination criterion not reached (such as k<=10000)
Begin While
-Generate random number (R) in this interval [0-1] by Rnd() function .
-Find the value of random varieties that uniformly distributed .
X= a + (b-a)*R
-Increment the counter of subinterval that X belongs to it .
(Each subinterval has Counter and when we found X in the range of an
subinterval then we increment the subinterval's counter )
End While
-Find most frequently interval .
-Find average of this interval, consider it (m).
End Of Algorithm

4. Experimental Results
The proposed method used in railway optimization , we use it to find the expected
running time. After finding out the minimum running time (labeled a) and the
maximum running time (labeled b). Usually the minimum and maximum running
times were given by the designers depending on the specifications, while the most
likely times required to be estimated .The min running time is regarded as the
optimistic time, while max running time is the pessimistic running time and most
likely running time which is estimated by using our suggested method regarded as m .
We then use equation (1) which fit to beta distribution to calculate the expected
running time, the equation is :
Expected running time = (a + 4 m + b) / 6
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Our case study is Baghdad – Karbala railway line, this line is one of the Iraqi future
planned internal railway lines network .Figure (2) shows the Baghdad-Karbala line
route and Table (1) shows the minimum, maximum, most likely and expected running
times for each track segment in our case study line .

Baghdad(S1)

Doura(S2)
Yousifiya(S3)
Mahmoodiya(S4)
Iskandariya(S5)
Mussayeb(S6)
Al_hindiya(S7)
Karbala(S8)
Figure ( 2 ) Baghdad-Karbala line route
Table (1) Running times for Baghdad – karbala railway line's track
segments

Track
Segment

Minimum
running time(in
min.)

Maximum
running
time(in min.)

Most likely
running
time(in min.)

Expected running
time(in min.)

S1 --- S2
S2 --- S3
S3 --- S4
S4 --- S5
S5 --- S6
S6 --- S7

10.2
7.8
6.6
10.8
8.4
5.2

14.571
11.142
9.42
15.42
12
6.5

11.77
8.98
8.77
11.03
8.58
6.10

13.375
10.224
8.841
13.918
10.83
6.216

S7 --- S8

7.6

9.5

8.09

8.948
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5. Conclusions
New method to predict most likely value was proposed.
In all the available studies the value of the most likely (m) was given as a number, in
our study we suggested simulation method to predict it's value in an optimization
manner depending on minimum and maximum running times.
The other and good contributions is how to use PERT to build the time tables in
railway lines in Iraq.
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